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Abstract
With the goal of achieving carbon neutrality, active distribution networks (DNs) with a
high proportion of photovoltaics (PVs) are facing challenges in maintaining voltage
stability and low‐carbon operation. Energy storage systems (ESSs), which have the ability
to store and transfer energy temporarily, can be used as effective measures to enhance the
capacity of consuming PVs and reduce carbon emissions in DNs. However, existing low‐
carbon dispatch strategies for multiple sources, storages and loads fail to consider voltage
violations, while the temporal carbon emission intensity of the upper‐level power grid is
also often overlooked, which is an important factor that affects the dispatch strategy.
Therefore, a two‐stage self‐adaptive dispatch strategy of ESSs that considers the temporal
characteristics of slack nodal carbon emission intensity to minimise carbon emissions
while maintaining voltage stability in DNs with high access to PVs is proposed. First, the
framework of the proposed two‐stage self‐adaptive dispatch strategy of ESSs is estab-
lished by taking into account the effects of ESSs on adjusting voltages and reducing
carbon emissions, respectively, with the two‐stage switch principle of two operation
modes being determined. On this basis, an optimization dispatch model is established to
improve voltages and carbon emissions, and the optimal day‐ahead dispatch strategy of
ESSs can be obtained by solving the model using genetic algorithm. Case studies of the
modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐node DN and IEEE 123‐node DN verify the feasibility and
superiority of the proposed two‐stage self‐adaptive security and low‐carbon day‐ahead
dispatch strategy for ESSs, showing that the voltage stabilisation and lower carbon
emissions of DNs are both improved.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In the process of achieving the goal of carbon peaking and
carbon neutrality [1, 2], clean energies represented by distrib-
uted photovoltaics (proportion of photovoltaics (PVs)) have
developed rapidly due to the advantages of carbon emission
reduction and environmental protection. As important mea-
sures to achieve carbon neutrality, high proportion renewable
energies gradually come into being the initial components of
active distribution networks (DNs) [3].

Due to the wide coverage and poor structural strength
of DNs, large‐scale distributed PVs will lead to a series of
problems, such as voltage violation and insufficient capacity of
feeders [4, 5], which greatly affect the secure and economic
operation of DNs. Moreover, due to loads are dispersed in
DNs whose power supply radiuses are always large. Consid-
ering the strong intermittence and randomness, the distributed
PVs are difficult to be consumed locally. Therefore, to improve
the carbon emission reduction effect of DNs promoting PV
consumption, the storage and temporal transfer of low‐carbon
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electricity can be realized by distributed energy storage systems
(ESSs).

The existing researches to achieve high proportion of PV
consumption in DNs utilising distributed ESSs mainly aim at
shedding peak loads and filling valley loads [6], reducing oper-
ation costs [7] and reducing voltage deviation [8, 9]. In ref. [10], a
local control model of ESS charging/discharging was con-
structed. By inputting the node voltage deviation and the state
of charge of the ESSs in the fuzzy neural network, the local
control was realized. On this basis, considering the communi-
cation ability of DNs, a multi‐stage control including
distributed‐local and centralised‐local modes of ESSs was pro-
posed in ref. [11, 12]. Under the centralised control architecture,
based on the scenario clustering method, the authors in ref. [7]
constructed a long‐term scale ESS planning and operation in-
tegrated optimization model, which realized the joint reduction
of power purchase costs, power losses and power fluctuations
on the tie line. In ref. [13], based on generalised ESSs, an active
energy management model of microgrids using potential games
was constructed to promote the consumption of uncertain
renewable energies based on the conditional value at risk. In ref.
[14], the constraints of carbon footprint and tie line power de-
viation were further considered, and the operation with multiple
temporal scales was realized based on ESSs, on this basis the
optimal allocation of ESSs was realized in active DNs.

However, the existing researches on PV consumption in
DNs using distributed ESSs mainly aim at voltage regulation,
peak load regulation, and power loss reduction. For the pur-
pose of power loss reduction, the balance between PVs' output
powers and power demand of loads should be realized in local
through the dispatch of ESSs, so as to reduce the risk of
undervoltage and overvoltage while reducing the power loss.
When PVs' output powers increase to a certain extent, the PVs'
output powers are higher than power demand of loads and the
residual power will be injected into DNs, which will cause the
increase of power in DNs, and then increase the power loss
and raise the voltage. For the purpose of carbon emission
reduction, the carbon emission intensity of the upper‐level
power grid is greater than that of the PVs. Under the prem-
ise of ensuring that voltages do not exceed the limit, the low‐
carbon power generated by PVs should be absorbed as much
as possible through the dispatch of ESSs. Therefore, the
existing researches are difficult to fully utilise clean energy and
hard to maximise the carbon emission reduction with the
constraints of the secure and stable operation of DNs.

The existing researches on realizing low‐carbon operation
control of DNs by using distributed ESSs are aiming at
making full use of low‐carbon clean energy through orderly
charging/discharging of ESSs. In hybrid microgrids containing
wind turbines, PVs and ESSs, the authors in ref. [15] reduced
the carbon emissions in smart microgrids and improved the
power supply reliability of microgrids by optimising the
installed capacity ratio of wind turbines, PVs and ESSs. In
addition, the authors in ref. [16, 17] proved the advantages of
ESSs in matching clean energy output power and power de-
mand of loads. By fully using clean energy such as PVs, wind
turbines and hydro powers, a significant reduction of carbon

emissions can be achieved on the condition of source‐load
matching. In ref. [18], considering the rising demand of elec-
tric vehicles, a collaborative optimization model of rooftop
PVs and ESSs providing electricity for electric vehicles was
proposed, which is an effective measure to realize the net‐zero
carbon emission of electrified transportation. On this basis,
the authors in ref. [19] considered the uncertainty of sources
and loads of DNs, and used the information gap decision
theory to construct the optimization planning model of the
mobile ESSs, and the coordinated operation of distributed
PVs, DNs, loads and ESSs was realized to reduce carbon
emissions. On the basis of improving the carbon emission
reduction ability of DNs, the comprehensive cost of the whole
DN was cut simultaneously.

However, the existing low‐carbon dispatch methods of
ESSs in DNs are proposed on the basis of a constant carbon
emission intensity of the upper‐level power grid. Since the
carbon emissions of DNs are mainly related to the upper‐level
power grid, which is composed of power sources with different
carbon emission intensities, such as gas turbines, PVs and wind
turbines. The output powers of PVs, wind turbines and other
units have the temporal fluctuation characteristics, it can be
known that the carbon emission intensity of the upper‐level
power grid also has temporal fluctuation characteristics ac-
cording to the principle of proportional sharing [20]. The
existing researches still lack the consideration of the temporal
characteristics of the carbon emission intensity of the upper‐
level power grid, which makes it difficult for the low‐carbon
operation strategy of PVs and ESSs to cope with the
frequent fluctuations of the carbon emission intensity of the
upper‐level power grid.

Besides, there are lots of mathematical programming
methods to solve the existing optimization models in planning
and dispatching of power systems. Recently, convex relaxation
methods, such as the second‐order cone relaxation [21] and the
semi‐definite relaxation [22], have been implemented to solve
optimal power flow (OPF) owing to their computational
benefits. It is confirmed in [23] that although second‐order
cone programming is an efficient instrument for convexify-
ing AC OPF equations, it is unable to reach the global optimal
solution compared to other methods. In ref. [24], a tri‐level
model of the energy management problem of the power
DNs was proposed, and then a quadruple‐loop solution pro-
cedure was developed for the proposed tri‐level energy man-
agement model, including two column‐and‐constraint (C&CG)
loops for the two‐stage decision‐making framework, and two
sequential mixed integer second‐order cone programme loops
to enhance the solution feasibility with respect to the non-
convex power flow and Weymouth equations.

However, there are still shortcomings of mathematical
programming methods lying in solving nonlinear programming
with absolute value functions, and these methods also fail to
deal with multi‐stage switches of operation modes. As a
consequence, heuristic algorithms are widely utilised for the
capabilities of demodelling and global optimization.

In order to solve the above shortcomings, this paper pro-
poses a day‐ahead security and low‐carbon optimal dispatch
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method of ESSs in DNs with high proportion PVs. Firstly,
considering the advantages of ESSs in consuming high‐
proportion distributed PVs and reducing carbon emissions in
DNs, a self‐adaption day‐ahead optimal dispatch framework of
ESSs is proposed to control voltage and reduce carbon emis-
sions, and then the switch principle of two operation modes is
formulated. Then, the voltage regulation model of ESSs is
constructed with the objective of the minimum voltage devia-
tion of all nodes in the DN, and the carbon emission reduction
model is constructed with the objective of minimum carbon
emissions of the DN. Finally, considering the demodelling
characteristics of heuristic algorithms in solving nonlinear
programming, the genetic algorithm (GA) is used to solve the
dual‐mode collaborative optimization operation dispatch of
ESSs in the security and low‐carbon DN. The feasibility and
superiority of the proposed two‐stage self‐adaption security and
low‐carbon dispatch strategy of ESSs in DNs with high pro-
portion PVs are verified by a modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐node
DN and IEEE 123‐node DN.

The main contribution of the proposed dual‐mode dispatch
strategy of ESSs is to enhance the security and decarburisation
of DNs, and then contribute to the construction of low‐carbon
energy systems. The main reason is that the carbon reducing
capability of multiple resources and loads can be fully utilised,
and then the flexible interaction of sources and loads can be
realized to improve the decarburisation jointly. On the basis of
the proposed self‐adaption switch principle, the automation and
intelligence of DNs can be fully taken advantage of in the
centralised control of energy systems.

2 | FRAMEWORK OF TWO‐STAGE SELF‐
ADAPTION SECURITY AND LOW‐
CARBON DISPATCH STRATEGY OF ESS

2.1 | Two‐stage dispatch strategy of ESSs in
distribution networks via dual operation
modes switching

Since the temporal output power of PVs and power demand of
loads serve different tendencies, the high proportion of PVs
accessing to DNs will cause the excessive voltage violation risk,
and the clean energy consumption capacity of the DN is
insufficient. Due to the capability of ESSs to transfer electricity
temporally, it is necessary to dispatch ESSs orderly to control
the risk of voltage violation. On the one hand, considering the
effects of high proportion PVs on the security operation in
DNs, this paper proposes a dual‐mode optimization dispatch
strategy of ESSs. On the other hand, the carbon emission
reduction model is further constructed to realize the low‐
carbon operation of DNs. And based on the above two
modes, the self‐adaption dispatch strategy for ESSs is pro-
posed to improve the security and reduce the carbon emission
of DNs, which can contribute to the goal of carbon
neutralisation.

The switch principle for two dispatch modes are as follows:

ΩðtÞ ¼

1 Ωðt − 1Þ ¼ 1 & ∀U∗
i ðtÞ ∉ 0:94U∗

0 ; 1:06U
∗
0

� �

2 Ωðt − 1Þ ¼ 1 & ∀U∗
i ðtÞ ∈ 0:94U∗

0 ; 1:06U
∗
0

� �

1 Ωðt − 1Þ ¼ 2 & ∀U∗
i ðtÞ ∉ 0:93U∗

0 ; 1:07U
∗
0

� �

2 Ωðt − 1Þ ¼ 2 & ∀U∗
i ðtÞ ∈ 0:93U∗

0 ; 1:07U
∗
0

� �

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð1Þ

where ΩðtÞ is the dispatch mode of ESSs at moment t; U∗
i ðtÞ

is the per unit voltage of node i at moment t, i ∈ ½1;N �, N is
the number of nodes and U∗

0 is the per unit value of the rated
voltage.

As shown in Figure 1, the dispatch strategy proposed in this
paper includes 2 modes: one is the voltage regulation mode, the
other is the low‐carbon operation mode. The charging/dis-
charging dispatch mode of ESSs can be determined by assessing
the voltage deviation of nodes in each dispatch period. The
specific dispatch modes are as follows:

(1) Mode 1: Voltage regulation mode. Once voltage violation
exists in the DN, the distributed ESSs switch to Mode 1
aiming at reducing the node voltage deviation by fully
using the active power regulation ability of ESSs, and the
secure and stable operation of the DN are maintained. It
should be noted that in the voltage regulation mode, the
impact of high proportion of PVs access to DNs on node
voltage needs to be fully considered. In this operation
mode, if the voltage violation in the next dispatch period is
avoided and out of the dead zone range of �0.01 p. u., the
operation mode will be quickly switched to Mode 2.

(2) Mode 2: Low‐carbon operation mode. When the node
voltages of the whole DN are maintained within the range
of [0.93 U∗

0 , 1.07 U∗
0 ], the distributed ESSs operate in the

low‐carbon dispatch mode aiming at making full use of the
temporal transfer capability of consuming PVs to reduce
the carbon emissions of the DN. It should be noted that in
the low‐carbon dispatch mode, the temporal characteristics
of the carbon emission intensity of the upper‐level power

F I GURE 1 Framework of self‐adaption security and low‐carbon day‐
ahead dispatch strategy of energy storage systems.
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grid needs to be fully considered. In this operation mode,
if a voltage violation occurs in the next dispatch period, the
operation will be quickly switched back to Mode 1.

In Figure 1, the green line shows the change state of
increasing voltage. When the voltage is less than 0.93 p. u., the
DN operates under Mode 1 as shown in zone➀. As the voltage
rises to 0.94 p. u., the operation mode will be switched to Mode
2, note that the dead zone is crossed. Then, the operation mode
switches toMode 1 again when the voltage rises to 1.07 p. u. The
red line shows the change state of decreasing voltage. When the
voltage is more than 1.07 p. u., the DN operates under Mode 1
as shown in zone ➃. As the voltage decreases to 1.06 p. u., the
operation mode will be switched to Mode 2, note that the dead
zone is crossed. Then, the operation mode switches to Mode 1
again when the voltage decreases to 0.93 p. u.

In addition, for the power supply capacity and quality
problems of the DN, such as new energy consumption and
voltage regulation, there are also effective means such as reactive
power regulation of photovoltaic inverters, which can provide
voltage support capacity for the DN under safe operation mode.
The self‐adaption security and low‐carbon day‐ahead dispatch
architecture proposed in this paper is also universal.

On the basis of the proposed single optimization model in
Stage I, we further execute Stage II to fully ensure the voltage
safety in both voltage regulation mode and low‐carbon oper-
ation mode. So a two‐stage dual‐mode dispatch strategy of
ESSs is established. The process of switching between the safe
low‐carbon dual‐mode operation is divided into two stages.
The goal is to prevent voltage safety issues in the low‐carbon
operation mode, ensuring the safe operation of the DN in any
operational scenario, and maximising carbon reduction capa-
bilities based on this foundation.

In Stage I, ESSs operation mode of the current dispatch
period is preliminarily determined based on the ESSs operation
mode of the previous dispatch period and the voltage range of
all nodes at the beginning of the current dispatch period, ac-
cording to Formula (1). Specifically, if the voltage of any node
is less than 0.94 p.u. or greater than 1.06 p.u., and the operation
mode of the previous dispatch period was Mode 1, then the
operation mode of the current dispatch period will be Mode 1.
If the voltage of any node is less than 0.93 p.u. or greater than
1.07 p.u., and the operation mode of the previous dispatch
period was Mode 2, then the operation mode of the current
dispatch period will be switched to Mode 1. When the voltage
of any node is in the range of 0.94 p.u.–1.06 p.u., and the
operation mode of the previous dispatch period was Mode 1,
the operation mode of the current dispatch period is prelimi-
narily determined to be Mode 2. When the voltage of any node
is in the range of 0.93 p.u.–1.07 p.u., and the operation mode
of the previous dispatch period was Mode 2, the operation
mode of the current dispatch period is preliminarily deter-
mined to be Mode 2.

In Stage II, if ESSs operation mode of the current dispatch
period is determined to be Mode 1 in Stage I, it will be the final
ESSs operation mode. If ESSs operation mode of the current
dispatch period is determined to be Mode 2 in Stage I, the

optimal charging/discharging strategy of ESSs need to be
calculated under Mode 2, and the voltage of all nodes need to
be obtained by power flow calculation. Then, the voltage is
verified again according to Formula (1) to finally determine
ESSs operation mode of the current dispatch period. The
flowchart of two‐stage dispatch strategy of ESSs in DNs via
multiple operation modes switching is shown in Figure 2.

2.2 | Spatiotemporal carbon emission flow
calculation based on power flow of distribution
network

Based on power flow calculation of the DN, the active power
of each node and branch can be obtained. Combined with the
principle of proportional sharing [20], the carbon emission
flow intensity of each node and carbon emission flow intensity
of each branch can be accurately calculated, thereby accurately
depicting the spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of the
carbon flow of the DN. Based on the known temporal carbon
emission intensity of the upper‐level power grid eG(t), the
nodal carbon intensity of each node ej can be calculated.
Furthermore, since the carbon emission flow intensity of each
branch ρij is equal to the nodal carbon intensity of the head
node of that branch ei, the nodal carbon intensity of each node
can be expressed as:

ejðtÞ ¼

eGðtÞ j ¼ 0

X

j∈δ

PijðtÞρijðtÞ þ PDGj ðtÞe
DG
j ðtÞ

PijðtÞ þ PDGj ðtÞ
j ∈ ½1; n − 1�

8
>><

>>:

ð2Þ

F I GURE 2 The flowchart of two‐stage dispatch strategy of energy
storage systems in distribution networks via multiple operation modes
switching.
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where i and j are the first and last nodes of the branch
respectively; n is the total number of nodes in the DN; δ is the
set of all nodes; Pij is the active power of the branch, and PDGj
is the active power of the DG at node j; eDGj is the carbon
emission intensity of the DG at node j, note that the carbon
emission intensity of the PV is 0 kgCO2/kWh.

In the low‐carbon operation mode, the charging/dis-
charging state of the ESS depends on the relationship between
its internal carbon intensity and the nodal carbon intensity of
the node that the ESS has access to. Therefore, the charging/
discharging principles of ESSs aimed at reducing carbon
emissions are as follows:

1) When the nodal carbon intensity of the node that the ESS
has accessed to is higher than the internal carbon intensity
of the ESS at the current time, and the remaining electricity
in the ESS is not less than the lower limit value allowed, the
ESS works in a discharging state.

2) When the nodal carbon intensity of the node that the ESS
has accessed to is lower than the internal carbon intensity
of the ESS at the current time, and the remaining electricity
in the ESS is less than the upper limit value allowed, the
ESS works in a charging state.

3) When the nodal carbon intensity of the node that the
ESS has accessed to is equal to the internal carbon in-
tensity of the ESS at the current time, the ESS does not
operate.

4) When the remaining electricity in the ESS is zero, the in-
ternal carbon intensity of the ESS at the current time
cannot be calculated. Therefore, the ESS works in a
charging state to ensure that the internal carbon intensity of
the ESS exists in the next time period and can be used to
determine the operation strategy of the ESS.

3 | DUAL‐MODE DAY‐AHEAD OPTIMAL
DISPATCH MODEL OF ESSS

In this paper, the charging/discharging powers of ESSs are
taken as the control variables. In Mode 1, the minimum voltage
deviation of all nodes in the DN is taken as the optimization
objective. In Mode 2, the minimum carbon emission of the
whole DN is taken as the optimization objective. Under the
premise of satisfying the constraints of node voltage, branch
current, output active/reactive power of PVs, power flow and
branch power, the low‐carbon day‐ahead optimization dispatch
of ESSs is realized based on the self‐adaption switch of
operation modes in the DN.

3.1 | Objective function

(1) Mode 1: Voltage regulation mode

In order to ensure the secure and stable operation of DNs,
the optimization model of Mode 1 is constructed with the
objectives of minimum voltage deviation of all nodes, per‐unit

value of net power and the per‐hour dispatch cost of ESSs in
the whole DN in the typical day. On this basis, the dispatch
cost of ESSs is further considered, the optimization objective
can be expressed as

min F1 ¼
Z

t∈Ψ1

�Xn

i¼1

�
�U∗

i ðtÞ − U∗
0

�
�=U∗

0 þ PmaxðtÞ=Pbase

þ μ1CESS

�
dt

ð3Þ

where the set Ψ1 represents the time period when ESSs operate
under Mode 1; Pmax(t) is the maximum net power of the whole
DN; Pbase is the reference value of power; μ1 is the charging/
discharging cost coefficient of ESSs under Mode 1; CESS is the
per‐hour dispatch cost of ESSs.

CESS ¼ Cop
�
�Pt

ESS

�
�þ

C ins

365� 24LS
ð4Þ

where Cop is the per‐watt operational and maintenance cost;
Cins is the per‐watt installation cost; LS is the life cycle of ESSs.

(2) Mode 2: Low‐carbon operation mode

In order to realize the day‐ahead low‐carbon optimal
dispatch of DNs, Mode 2 constructs an optimization model
with the objective of the minimum carbon emission and the
per‐hour dispatch cost of ESSs in the whole DN in a typical
day. The optimization objective can be expressed as

min F2 ¼
Z

t∈Ψ2

X

i∈½0;n�
PijðtÞρijðtÞ þ ejðtÞPjðtÞ þ μ2CESS

0

@

1

Adt

ð5Þ

where the set Ψ2 represents the time period when ESSs operate
under Mode 2; μ2 is the charging/discharging cost coefficient
of ESSs under Mode 2.

3.2 | Constraint condition

During the day‐ahead optimization dispatch of ESSs shown in
Mode 1 and Mode 2, the following constraints should be
accurately preserved during the optimization process, such as
node voltage, branch current, output active/reactive power of
PVs, inverter capacity, power flow and branch power.

(1) Node voltage constraints

The allowed range of voltage deviation in 10 kV DNs is
−7%~+7% [25].

Ui ≤ jUiðtÞj ≤ Ui i¼ 1; 2; :::;N ; t ∈ ½0;T � ð6Þ
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where UiðtÞ is the voltage of node i at the moment t; Ui and Ui
are the upper and lower limits of the node voltage of node i
respectively.

(2) Branch current constraints

Current of overhead lines in 10 kV DNs is shown as follow
[26]:

�
�IijðtÞ

�
� ≤ Iij i¼ 1; 2; :::;N ; t ∈ ½0;T � ð7Þ

where IijðtÞ is the current of branch ij at moment t; Iij is the
upper limit of the branch current of branch ij.

(3) Output active/reactive power of PVs constraints

During the whole dispatch period, the output active power
of the adjustable PVs cannot exceed its upper limit, the
constraint conditions are shown as follows:

�
�PPVi ðtÞ

�
� ≤ Pi i ∈Θ; t ∈ ½0;T �

�
�QPV

i ðtÞ
�
� ≤ Qi i ∈Θ; t ∈ ½0;T �

(

ð8Þ

where Θ is the set of nodes that the PVs access to; PPVi ðtÞ and
QPV

i ðtÞ are output active/reactive powers of the ith PV at the
moment t respectively; Pi and Qi are the rated output active/
reactive powers of the ith PV respectively.

Constraints Equations (6)–(8) can be further modified as
follows, which can be solved lineally without absolute value
functions.

Ui ≤ UiðtÞ ≤ Ui UiðtÞ ≥ 0
−Ui ≤ UiðtÞ ≤ −Ui UiðtÞ < 0

IijðtÞ ≤ Iij IijðtÞ ≥ 0

IijðtÞ ≥ −Iij IijðtÞ < 0

PPVi ðtÞ ≤ Pi PPVi ðtÞ ≥ 0

PPVi ðtÞ ≥ −Pi PPVi ðtÞ < 0
QPV

i ðtÞ ≤ Qi QPV
i ðtÞ ≥ 0

QPV
i ðtÞ ≥ −Qi QPV

i ðtÞ < 0

8
>>>>>>>>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð9Þ

(4) Power flow constrains

The active/reactive power of the node that PVs access to
must satisfy the constraints shown as follows:

where Ploadi ðtÞ and Qload
i ðtÞ are the active/reactive load power

of the node i at moment t respectively; UiðtÞ and UjðtÞ are the
voltages of node i and node j at moment t respectively; Gij and
Bij are the conductance and susceptance of branch ij respec-
tively; θij is the voltage phase difference of node i and node j;
P0(t) and Q0(t) are the active power and reactive power of the
slack node at moment t.

(5) Branch power constraints

The flow power of branch ij needs to meet the constraint
conditions shown as follows:

PijðtÞ ¼UiðtÞ2Gij − UiðtÞUjðtÞ Gij cos θij þ Bij sin θij
� �

QijðtÞ ¼UiðtÞ2Bij − UiðtÞUjðtÞ Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij
� �

(

ð11Þ

where PijðtÞ and QijðtÞ are the active/reactive power of
branch ij at moment t respectively, i¼ 1; 2; :::;N ,
j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N .

−Pij ≤ PijðtÞ ≤ Pij

−Qij ≤ QijðtÞ ≤ Qij

(

ð12Þ

where Pij and Qij are the upper limits of active/reactive power
of branch ij.

(6) ESS charging/discharging constraints

The charging/discharging powers of ESSs, battery capacity
and charging/discharging times within a typical day must meet
the constraints shown as follows:

−Pmax ≤ Pk
ESSðtÞ ≤ Pmax

20% ≤ SOCkðtÞ ≤ 80%

Numk ≤ 24
SOCkðtþ 1Þ ¼ SOCkðtÞ þ Pk

ESSðtÞ

8
>>>><

>>>>:

ð13Þ

where Pmax is the rated power of ESSs; Pk
ESSðtÞ is the charging/

discharging power of ESS k at moment t; SOCkðtÞ is the state
of charge of the ESS k at moment t; Numk is the charging/
discharging times of ESSs.

ΔPiðtÞ ¼ PPVi ðtÞ − Ploadi ðtÞ − UiðtÞ
XN

j¼1
UjðtÞ Gij cos θij þ Bij sin θij

� �
¼ 0

ΔQiðtÞ ¼QPV
i ðtÞ − Qload

i ðtÞ − UiðtÞ
XN

j¼1
Uj Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij
� �

¼ 0

P0ðtÞ ≥ 0

Q0ðtÞ ≥ 0

8
>>>>>>><

>>>>>>>:

ð10Þ
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(7) Constraint of dispatch cost of ESSs

Due to the life loss of ESSs in dispatching, the limitation of
dispatch cost of ESSs should be satisfied:

CESS · M ≤ C ð14Þ

where M is the charging/discharging frequency of ESSs in the
dispatch period; C is the upper level of life loss of ESSs.

The upper and lower limitations of control variables can
be designed as the upper level and lower level of individuals in
the GA algorithm, such as Constraint Equation (3). The
equation constraints of power flows, such as Constraint
Equations (4) and (5), are satisfied via the calculation method
of forward push back generation power flow. Other inequality
constraints are designed as penalty functions in the GA al-
gorithm, such as Constraint Equations (1), (2), (6) and (7). In
this paper, we prefer a minimum fitness function in this paper.
Hence, when generating each generation of population,
whether each individual meets the constraints mentioned in
Section 3.2 will be judged first. If any constraint is not satis-
fied, the value of the fitness function is set as a maximum
positive integer, that is, inf.

4 | SOLVING PROCESS BASED ON
GENETIC ALGORITHM

In this paper, the ESS security and low‐carbon self‐adaption
day‐ahead optimization dispatch strategy in DNs with high
proportion PVs is solved by GA. The main reason is that the
proposed optimal dispatch model is a nonlinear programming
model because of absolute value functions in objectives, which
is difficult to be solved directly by the traditional analytic
method. Because of the characteristics of self‐organisation,
self‐adaptation and self‐learning, GA has a strong advantage in
solving complex nonlinear models, and it has been proved that
its computing speed and iteration accuracy can meet the re-
quirements [27]. The specific process is as follows:

1) The control variables of charging/discharging powers of
ESS1 to ESSW are converted from decimal continuous
variables to M binary numbers with 0‐1 variables by coding:

BðaÞ ¼

ba
11 ba

12 ⋯ ba
1M

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
ESS1 charging=

discharging power

�
�
� ba

21 ba
22 ⋯ ba

2M
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ESS2 charging=

discharging power

�
�
�

⋯
�
�
� ba

W1 ba
W2 ⋯ ba

WM
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

ESSW charging=

discharging power

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

ð15Þ

where a is the individual serial number, a¼ 1; 2; :::;A, A is the
amount of individuals in the population; B(a) is the binary
coded string of the ath individual; ba

n1 ba
n2 ::: ba

nM is the

binary coding string of the nth ESS charging/discharging
power in the ath individual.

2) The objective functions shown in Formula (3) and (5) are
taken as fitness functions under different ESS day‐ahead
optimization dispatch modes. The fitness functions are
modelled as follows.

f 1ðaÞ ¼ F01ðaÞ ¼
1=F1 Mode 1
1=F2 Mode 2

�

ð16Þ

3) The selection probability factor P1sel can be calculated by the
roulette method through Formula (17).

P1sel ¼ f 1ðaÞ

,
XA

a¼1
f 1ðaÞ ð17Þ

4) The crossover probability factor Pcro = 0.8 and the muta-
tion probability factor Pvar = 0.05 in this paper.

5) Get the next generation population based on the selection
probability factor, crossover probability factor and muta-
tion probability factor. Then calculate the individual fitness
and repeat steps 3) and 4), and determine whether the
termination condition of iteration is satisfied; if satisfied,
the individual with the largest fitness will be recorded and
the calculation will be terminated.

6) Determine whether the termination condition of iteration
is satisfied; if satisfied, the individual with the largest fitness
will be recorded and the calculation will be terminated.

7) Decode the binary coding string Bi(a) of the optimal so-
lution into W decimal numbers, which is the optimal so-
lution of the charging/discharging powers of W ESSs.

DðnÞ ¼ Rn þ
Tn − Rn

2M − 1

XM

m¼1
bia

nm2
m−1 ð18Þ

where D(n) is the optimal charging/discharging power of the
nth ESS, n¼ 1; 2; :::;W ; Rn and Tn is the lower and upper
limits of the nth ESS power respectively; bia

nm is the mth binary
encoding of the nth ESS in the optimal solution BiðaÞ.

5 | CASE STUDIES AND RESULTS

5.1 | Case background

Taking into account the practical voltage levels in China, the
superiority of the proposed method is verified by a modified
10 kV IEEE 33‐node DN shown in Figure 3 [28, 29]. The
temporal carbon emission intensity of the slack node is shown
in Figure 4a, the access positions of distributed PVs with a
rated active power of 200 kW are given in Figure 3, whose
temporal output is shown in Figure 4b. The installation loca-
tions of distributed ESSs with the rated power and capacity of
200 kW/500 kWh are also given in Figure 3. The total power
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demand of loads of the simulated DN is 3.715 + j0.950 MVA,
whose temporal curve of the load power is shown in Figure 4c.

5.2 | Case analysis

In order to verify the proposed ESS security and low‐carbon
self‐adaption optimization dispatch method, the significance
of the differences between Case 1 to Case 4 lies in demon-
strating the benefits of different dispatch strategies for ESSs in
terms of carbon reduction, voltage stability, and overall system
performance. The following comparison cases are designed:

Case 1 Without regulation.

Case 2 ESSs participate in low‐carbon dispatch according to
Mode 2.

Case 3 ESSs participate in voltage regulation mode according
to Mode 1.

Case 4 ESSs participate in the dual‐mode dispatch adaptively
according to the proposed dispatch method containing Mode 1
and Mode 2.

Table 1 shows the security and low‐carbon indexes of the
simulated DN under different ESS control modes in Case 1 to
Case 4. As for the carbon emission reduction capability, carbon

emissions in the whole DN are the smallest when the ESSs
participate in the low‐carbon dispatch by adopting the Mode 2
in the typical day. The total carbon emission of Case 2 is
4.16 � 107 gCO2, and the carbon emission reduction of Case
4, Case 1 and Case 3 are ranked by descending order. As for
the voltage regulation effect, the total amount of voltage de-
viation is the smallest when the ESSs participate in voltage
control by adopting the Mode 1 during the typical day. The
total voltage deviation of Case 3 is 40.67 p.u., and the voltage
deviation of Case 4, Case 1 and Case 2 are ranked by an
ascending order. Comparing the above four cases, it can be
seen that the best low‐carbon operation benefit of the DN can
be ensured while the ESSs participate in low‐carbon dispatch,
but the risk of voltage violation in Case 2 is the largest. In Case
3, ESSs participate in voltage control according to Mode 1 can
obtain the best effectiveness of the security in the DN, but the
carbon emission is the largest. However, the total carbon
emission in the dual‐mode dispatch scenario is 4.27 � 107

gCO2 as shown in Case 4, which is only 2.64% higher than that
of the best carbon emission reduction effect in Case 2. The
total voltage deviation of Case 4 is 41.32 p.u., which is only
1.60% higher than the best voltage regulation effect in Case 3.
The dispatch strategy of ESSs in the paper is to achieve less
carbon emission under the condition that the voltage does not
exceed the limit, although the carbon reduction effect of Case
2 is the best, there is the risk of voltage violation. According to
Table 1, under the premise of ensuring the secure operation of
the DN, the voltage deviation of Case 4 increases by 1.60%
compared with Case 3, but the carbon emission decreases by
4.00 � 105 gCO2. In summary, on the basis of controlling the
risk of voltage violation, the carbon emission reduction is
maximised by the ESS self‐adaption dispatch method pro-
posed in this paper.

From the perspective of carbon emission reduction, the
carbon emissions of the whole DN shown in Figure 5 have
significant temporal characteristics. Since Case 1 does not
involve ESS dispatch, we use the temporal carbon emissions in
Case 1 as a baseline to analyse the differences in the remainingF I GURE 3 The modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐node distribution network.

F I GURE 4 Temporal curve of nodal carbon emission intensity of the slack node, output power of proportion of photovoltaics and power demand of loads
(a) Nodal carbon emission intensity of the slack node; (b) Output power of PVs; (c) Power demand of loads.

TABLE 1 Indexes of carbon emissions
and voltage deviation of Case 1‐ Case 4 in the
modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐node distribution
network.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Total carbon emissions in 24 h (gCO2) 4.47 � 107 4.16 � 107 4.31 � 107 4.27 � 107

Total node voltage deviation in 24 h (p.u.) 42.18 41.92 40.67 41.32
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three dispatch modes. From 12:00–13:00, the carbon emission
of Case 1 is the lowest at 0.63 t. During this period, in the low‐
carbon operation mode (Case 2), the carbon emission is 0.22 t,
resulting in a reduction of 64.63% compared to Case 1. In the
dual‐mode operation (Case 4), the carbon emission is 0.42 t,
which corresponds to a reduction of 34.18% compared to Case
1. However, in the voltage regulation mode (Case 3), the car-
bon emission is 1.33 t, representing an increase of 1.1 times
compared to Case 1. From 20:00–21:00, the carbon emission
of Case 1 is the highest at 2.69 t. In the dual‐mode operation
(Case 4), the carbon emission is 1.79 t, resulting in a reduction
of 33.38% compared to Case 1. However, in the low‐carbon
operation mode (Case 2), the carbon emission is 3.48 t, rep-
resenting an increase of 29.27% compared to Case 1. In the
voltage regulation mode (Case 3), the carbon emission is 3.56 t,
which is 32.58% higher than that of Case 1. During the peak
period of PVs outputs, a high proportion of distributed PVs
can adequately provide powers all loads in the DN, while the
carbon emissions of the whole DN can be reduced signifi-
cantly. When the peak value of load demands and the valley
value of PVs' output powers occur simultaneously, Case 2 to
Case 4 lead to a decrease of carbon emissions due to the
advantage of ESSs transferring low‐carbon electricity, where
Case 2 shows the lowest carbon emission. The carbon emis-
sion reduction of Case 4 is similar to Case 2 once no risk of
voltage violation occurs in the DN, otherwise, the operation
mode will be switched to Mode 1 to reduce the voltage fluc-
tuation of the whole DN.

In addition, the carbon emission intensity of the slack node
is affected by the proportion of power generations with
different carbon emission intensities in the upper‐level power
grid. The main reason is that the temporal characteristics of
low‐carbon sources, such as large‐scale PVs, have a strong
correlation with the output characteristics of distributed gen-
erations in the DN. Therefore, the temporal fluctuation char-
acteristics of the carbon emission intensity of the slack node
will exacerbate the peak‐valley difference rate of the carbon
emission intensity of the DN, more frequent charging/dis-
charging of ESSs are resulted, and the depth of charging/
discharging is increased.

From the perspective of voltage regulation, the voltage
deviation of each node is also affected by the temporal char-
acteristics of distributed PVs output as shown in Figure 6. In
Case 1, no ESS participates in voltage regulation, the voltages

of nodes near the access positions of PVs exceed the upper
limit with a peak output power of PVs, and the nodes at the
end of the feeder suffer from undervoltage with a valley output
power of PVs. In Case 2, the ESS dispatch strategy with the
goal of carbon emission reduction can partly alleviate the
problem of undervoltage, but the overvoltage cannot be settled
significantly. In Case 3, the dispatch strategy of ESSs is carried
out with the goal of voltage regulation, and voltages of all
nodes in the DN are limited within the allowable range of 0.93
p.u.−1.07 p.u. during the dispatch period, and the voltage
deviation of the whole DN can be guaranteed to the smallest
level. On the basis of Case 2, Case 4 further considers the node
voltage constraints of the switch principle in the security and
low‐carbon operation mode, more frequent switches are
certainly caused as shown in Figure 8c. Besides, the carbon
emission reduction is also maximised on the basis of con-
trolling the risk of voltage violation in the whole DN.

In Case 1, there is no dispatch of ESSs. In Case 2, the ESSs
operate in Mode 2 continuously, aiming to minimise the overall
carbon emissions. In Case 3, the ESSs operate in Mode 1
continuously, with the objective of ensuring voltage safety. The
temporal dual‐mode switching of ESSs in Case 4 is illustrated
in Figure 7. The ESSs operate in Mode 2 from 6:00–9:00,
during which the voltage deviations are relatively small due to
lower load demands, allowing for low‐carbon operation.
Additionally, the ESSs operate in Mode 2 from 14:00–17:00,
corresponding to a high peak of PVs output and relatively

F I GURE 5 Temporal curves of carbon emissions in Case 1–4.

F I GURE 6 Temporal curves of voltage deviation of each node in Case
1‐Case 4 (a) Case 1; (b) Case 2; (c) Case 3; (d) Case 4.

F I GURE 7 Temporal dual‐mode switching of energy storage systems
in Case 4.
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moderate load demands, enabling low‐carbon operation. For
the remaining dispatch periods, the ESSs operate in Mode 1 to
ensure voltage safety across the entire DN.

To further analyse the charging/discharging characteristics
of ESSs under different control modes, the temporal charging/
discharging powers of ESSs are gained as shown in Figure 8.
Note that this paper defines the charging powers of ESSs as
positive and the discharging powers as negative. The switch
times of ESSs at the middle of the feeder is less compared with
those at the end of the long feeder, and the depth of charging/
discharging of ESSs at the middle of the feeder is lower, too.
The main reason is that the access positions of distributed PVs
is near to the end of the feeder, where the risk of node voltage
violation is higher. The red and purple ellipses in the Figure 8
enclose the peak and valley periods of the PV output,
respectively. It can be roughly observed that in Case 4,
compared to Case 2 and Case 3, there is a higher charging of
ESSs during the high PV output periods, while there is a higher
discharging of ESSs during the low PV output periods. Then,
the charging/discharging powers of ESSs under different
control modes of Case 2 and Case 4 are compared and ana-
lysed. In Case 2, to reduce the carbon emissions of the whole
DN, the charging/discharging frequency of ESSs is high and
the charging/discharging powers are large by realizing the
flexible temporal transfer of low‐carbon electricity. In Case 3,
in order to eliminate the risk of voltage violation and reduce
the voltage deviation, the charging/discharging frequency of
ESSs is low and the charging/discharging powers are relatively

small. In Case 4, the charging/discharging frequency and
powers of ESSs are at the compromise level of Case 2 and
Case 3, the charging/discharging frequency and depth of ESSs
can be adaptively adjusted through flexible switches of oper-
ation modes, and then the security and low‐carbon operation
can be realized by controlling the risk of voltage violation and
improving the carbon emission reduction effect of the DN.

Moreover, this paper also analyses the differences between
low‐carbon operation and traditional economic operation
mode of ESS charging/discharging dispatch strategies. As
shown in Figure 9, the main regulation goal under economic
operation is to reduce the power loss in the dispatch period,
and ESSs mainly play the role of peak‐load shedding and
shifting. During peak load periods such as 11:00–12:00 and
18:00–20:00, ESSs provides the power required by the load
through discharge to reduce the amount of electricity pur-
chased from the superior power grid and thus reduce the
power loss of the whole DN. In addition, since the internal
remaining electricity of ESSs is generated by clean energy, its
carbon emission is 0, which can also achieve the effect of
carbon reduction. During the load trough and peak hours of
photovoltaic power generation, such as 13:00–16:00, ESSs
realize the consumption of new energy through charging, thus
reducing the power loss of the whole network. However, under
the low‐carbon operation mode, the operation and dispatch of
ESSs are only aimed at improving the utilization rate of new
energy, without considering the impact of the charging/dis-
charging action on the power loss. The charging/discharging
strategy is different from the traditional economic operation
mode to some extent.

Further analysis of low‐carbon operation and the tradi-
tional mode of economic operation of carbon emissions and
the power loss, ESSs in Case 2 only participate in low‐carbon
dispatching minimum cut carbon emissions, is 41.6 t, eco-
nomic operation scenarios carbon emissions increased by
13.51%. In the economic operation scenario, the power loss of
the whole network is the minimum, which is 137.83 kWh,
which is 22.01% less than that of the low‐carbon operation
mode in Case 2% and 22.96% less than that of the dual
operation modes in Case 4.

Further considering the reactive power regulation capacity
of photovoltaic inverters, the reactive power regulation of
photovoltaic inverters installed at node 15 and 16 can reduce
the total voltage offset of the whole network to 38.90 p. u. and

F I GURE 8 Temporal charging/discharging powers of energy storage
systems in Case 2‐Case 4. (a) Case 2; (b) Case 3; (c) Case 4.

F I GURE 9 Temporal charging/discharging power of energy storage
systems under economic operation.
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the total carbon emission to 40.80 t. The temporal charging/
discharging power of ESSs under this dispatch strategy is
shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that adding consideration to
the reactive power regulation capacity of PV inverters on the
basis of ESS regulation can improve the voltage deviation and
carbon reduction effect of the whole network to a certain
extent, and obtain different dispatch strategies. However, it is
still applicable to the generation of the safety‐low carbon
adaptive dispatch architecture proposed in this paper, which
proves the applicability and scalability of the adaptive optimal
dispatch strategy proposed in this paper.

5.3 | Large‐scale case study

In order to verify the proposed ESS security and low‐carbon
self‐adaption optimization dispatch method in medium/large‐
scale DNs, this case study is conducted on the modified
10 kV IEEE 123‐node DN, which has been converted into a
three‐phase balanced network. The topology structure is
presented in the form of a single‐line diagram. The network
is equipped with 50 sets of PVs and 10 sets of ESSs. The
installation locations of the PVs and ESSs are depicted in
Figure 11. Each PV unit has a capacity of 50 kWh, while
each ESS unit has a capacity of 50 kWh and a rated power

of 20 kW. The comparison cases are designed to be
consistent with those in the modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐node
DN.

In this case study, based on the same comparative classi-
fication method as mentioned in the modified 10 kV IEEE 33‐
node DN, four sets of cases, namely Case 1 to Case 4, are
established. The results in Table 2 indicate that Case 2, which
dispatches the ESSs in the low‐carbon operation mode, ach-
ieves the lowest overall carbon emissions, followed by Case 4.
Case 3, which employs the voltage regulation mode for the
ESSs dispatch, exhibits the smallest voltage deviations among
all nodes over a 24‐h period, with Case 4 coming next. On the
other hand, Case 1, where the ESSs are not involved in the
dispatch, shows the highest values for both carbon emissions
and voltage deviations. In summary, Case 4 minimises carbon
emissions to the maximum extent while ensuring voltage
safety. This is consistent with the results in the modified 10 kV
IEEE 33‐node DN, thereby validating the applicability and
effectiveness of the proposed method in medium/large‐scale
DNs.

6 | CONCLUSION

In this paper, the proposed two‐stage self‐adaption security
and low‐carbon dispatch strategy of ESSs in DNs with high
proportion PVs shows significant advantages in controlling the
risk of voltage violation and improving carbon emission
reduction.

(1) Based on the flexible switch between low‐carbon dispatch
mode and voltage regulation mode, the proposed security
and low‐carbon self‐adaption dispatch method of ESSs
can greatly decrease the carbon emission and the risk of
voltage violation caused by the high proportion PVs in
DNs. Verified by the case studies, the carbon emission of
the simulated DN can be reduced by 4.68% due to the
characteristics of ESSs temporally transferring the low‐
carbon electricity.

(2) The two‐stage dispatch strategy of the ESS can effectively
address the randomness and volatility of low‐carbon po-
wer sources such as PVs by taking into account the tem-
poral characteristics of carbon emission intensity of the
upper power grid. It is also applicable to scenarios that
consider the voltage regulation ability of reactive powers of
PV inverters, enabling dual‐mode adaptive collaborative

F I GURE 1 0 Temporal charging/discharging power of energy storage
systems considering the reactive power regulation capacity of proportion of
photovoltaic inverters.

F I GURE 1 1 The modified 10 kV IEEE 123‐node distribution
network.

TABLE 2 Indexes of carbon emissions and voltage deviation of Case
1‐Case 4 in the modified 10 kV IEEE 123‐node distribution network.

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Total carbon emissions
in 24 h (gCO2)

4.18 � 107 4.06 � 107 4.13 � 107 4.12 � 107

Total node voltage
deviation in 24 h
(p.u.)

346.89 345.03 339.68 343.02
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regulation between PVs and ESSs. This leads to an
improved carbon reduction effect for the entire DN and
reduced voltage fluctuation.

As an outlook, with the increasing flexibility of active DNs,
multiple resources and loads can participate in carbon reduc-
tion in the entire energy system. Based on the proposed dual‐
mode dispatch framework, more potential measures can be
taken into consideration by accurately depicting their carbon
reduction capabilities and dispatching them properly.
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